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ON THE INFINITESIMAL VARIATIONS UNDER SOME
CONDITIONS IN THE RIEMANNIAN MANIFOLD AND
ITS SUBMANlFOLDS

By PAK. EULYONG*

§ O. Introduction

Recently infinitesimal variations of submanifolds of a Riemannian mani
fold have been studied by B. - Y. Chen DJ, U-H. Ki [3J, [4J, [8J, J. S.
Pak [8J, K. Yano [lJ, [5J, [7J, [8J, the present author [4J and many
others. .

Moreover Yano, Ki and Pak in their paper [8J studied infinitesimal vari
ations which preserves the Ricci tensor of a submanifold, and proved the
following:

THEOREM A ([8J). Let Mn be a simply connected and complete minimal
submanifold of a space Mm of constant curvature. If Mn admits m-n linearly
independent infinitesimal normal parallel variations preserving the Ricci tensor
of Mn, then Mn is totally geodesic if C~O, Mn is sn(r) or SPerl) Xsn-P(r2)
if c>O, where sn(r) denotes an n-sphere of radius r>O.

In the present paper we investigate some kinds of infinitesimal variations
of compact submanifolds of a Riemannian manifold, and prove the Theorem
A without minimal condition. The main result appears in Theorem 4. 1.

In the preliminary section § 1, we state the structure equations for sub
manifolds of a Riemannian manifold needed for the later discussion.

In § 2, we consider the infinitesimal variations of submanifolds of a Rie
mannian manifold, recall the variations of the Christoffel symbols and those
of the curvature tensor. When the submanifold is compact, or complete. and
irreducible, we obtain some global properties on various variations.

In § 3, we study an infinitesimal variation which carries an Einstein space
as a compact submanifold into an Einstein space. '

In the last § 4, we prove Theorem 4. 1 and its corollary.

§ 1. Preliminaries ([3J, [6J)
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Let Mm be an m-dimensional Riemannian manifold covered by a sys

tem of the coordinate neighborhoods {U;:rAJ and denote by gji, tt}, Vj,

Kltj/' and kji the metric tensor, the Christoffel symbols formed with gji, the

operator of covariant differentiation with respect to {Ji}' the curvature ten

sor and Ricci tensor of Mm, respectively, where the indices n, i,j, k, ••. run
over the range {I, 2, 3, ..., m} here and in the sequel.

Let M" be an n-dimensional Riemannian manifold covered by a system

of coordinate neighborhoods {V; ,,4} and denote by gcb' {:h}, Ve, KdebQ

and K cb the corresponding quantities of M" respectively, where here and
in the sequel the indices a, b, c, d, e run over the range {I, 2, 3, •.. , n}.

Now we suppose that M" is isometrically immersed in Mm by the immer
sion i : M" - Mm and identify i(M") with Mil itself, and we represent i by
:rA=:rA{ya) and put Bi/'=o¢" (Ob=O/o:l'). Then Bi/' are n linearly inde
pendent vectors of Mm tangent to M". Since the immersion i is isometric,
we get

(1.1)

We denote byC/' m-n mutually orthogonal unit normals to M", where
here and in the sequel x,y,z run over the range {n+l, n+2,···,m}. Then
the'metric tensor of the normal bundle of Mil is given by Ory=C: C;gji.

It is well known that the Christoffel symbols {;hI and {t} are related

by

(1. 2)

where Bak=Bblagil" (gba) = (gba) -1.

iM~oting by VeB'/" and f7eCi the van der Waerden-Bottolotti covariant
derl~atives of R,/' and Ci along M" respectively, then we can write down
the eqUations of Gauss and those of Weingarten in the' form

(h ??, " f7cB,/l=hebzCzk,

(1.4) VcCi= -hlyBak

respectively, where hebx are the second fundamental tensors of At" with
respect to the normals Cx" and hcax=hcbzgba.

The mean curvature vector of M" is given by

(1.5)
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From (1. 4) and (1. 5) we find

(1. 6) 17 Hh=.L(17ckr) C h_ IThrh 4 B he n r n er4'

where hr=h/r. Thus, if the mean curvature of M" is parallel in the normal
bundle, we have

(1. 7)

If the ambient manifold Mm is a space of constant curvature k, then the
equations of Gauss, Codazzi and Ricci are respectively

(1. 8)

(1. 9)

(1.10)

Kdeb4=k(otfgeb-Oc4gdb) +htfz hcbr-hc4rhdbr,

Vdhcbr -17ckdbr=O,

Kdeyr =hdez }"/y - hcerh,fy.

In the last equation, Kdeyr means the curvature tensor of the connection
induced in the normal bundle.

§ 2. Variations of submanifolds.

We consider an infinitesimal variation of M" in a Riemannian manifold
Mm given by xh=xh(y) +~h(y)c, where ~h(y) is a vector field of Mm defined
along M" and c is an infinitesimal. We then have

Bbh=Bbh+ (()~h)c,

where Ebh=o,jih are n linearly independent .vectors tangent to the varied
submanifold. If we displace Ebh parallely from the point (xl) to (xh), then
we obtain the vectors

Bbh=Ebh+ {~.l (x+~c)~j Bbi cJZ . .

=Bbh+ (l7b~h)c

at the point (xh), where

I7b~h=ob~h+{til Bbj~i.

In the sequel we always neglect the terms of order higher than one with
respect to c. Thus by putting oBbh=Bbl_Bbh, we have

(2.1) OBbh= (Vb ~h)c.

If we put

(2.2)
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thim we get

(2.3) Y-,fih= (f',j;1Z-h,,":G&)Bl'+ (Y,j;z+hbaz~,,)Cz" ,

because of {1.3} and (1.4).

When ea=o, that is, when the variation vector ~h is normal to the sub
manifold Ma we say that the variation is Mrmal, and when

(2.4) f',j;z+hiazea=0,

that is, when the tangent space at a point (xl) of the submanifold and that
of the corresponding point (zi) of the varied submanifold are parallel, we
say that the variation is paroJlel [7]. Thus we see that the variation is
parallel and normal if and only if

(2.5) y"ez=O.

Now applying the operator 0 to (I. I) and using (2.1), (2.3) and the
fact that Ogjl=O, we get

(2.6) oge1l= (Y~,,+Y,j;c-2hc,,~z)e,

where ~,,=g~, and further

(2.7) og"tz= - (Y"ea+Y"~-nN~z)e,

where Y"=gesI7c'
A variation of a submanifold for which oge1l=O is said to be isometric

and that for which Ogc" is propOrtioDaI (with constant proportional factor)
to "elI-is said-to be conformal (or Iwmothetic) [7J. In the sequel we,put

(2.8) , Tc"=Y~,,+Y,j;c~2hc"iz. - i

Then, we see from (2. 6) that the following assertion holds: In order that
a variation of a submanifold is isometric or eotiformal, it is necessary and
sufticient that

(2.9)

or

(2.10)
t

for a certain function A respectively.
The variation of the Christoffel symbols of Ma is given by [7]

(2.11) a{cab} = (Ycf',,~+~c"lZ~d)e+ {flc(h,,1Zz~z)

+Y,,(hclZ:G&) -V"(hc~)} E,
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which is equivalent to

(2.12)

- pa (PbE;c - hbczE;z)} e

with the help of the Ricci identity.

A variation of a submanifold for which 0 {:h} =0 is said to be affine and

that for which

(2.13)

is said to be affine collinear where A being a certan function.
From (2. 11) we hve

VcWcE;a+VaE;b -2hbazE;z) = (0 {~} )gea+ (o{~} )geb'

By substituting (2. 13) into this equation and taking account of (2. 8)~, ' ,
we find

(2.14) Vc(Tba -2..(gba) =0.

Thus if the submanifold is complete and irreducible, then we have

(2.15)

(2.16)

for some function p.
Conversely, from (2.15) we can deduce Pc(Tba-2pgba) =0, which IS

equivalent to (d. lemma 2.1 [3J)

PeYcE;a+Kabcq.E;d

=P~(hcazE;z+ p gca) +Pc(hbazE;z+P gba) -Pa(hcbzE;z+ p gcb)

with the help of the Ricci identity. Comparing (2. 16) with (2. 11), we
see that the variation is affine collinear.

.Thus, we have

PROPOSITION 2. 1. A variation of a complete and irreducible submanifold of
a Riemannian manifold is affine collinear if and only if it is conformal.

From (2.14) with A=O and (2.16) with p=O we have immediately the
following

PROPOSITION 2.2. A variation of a submanifold of a Riemannian manifold
satisfying Pc Tba=O is affine.
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For a compact orientable submanifold M- of a Riemannian manifold, we
have the following integral formula:

(2.17) J[ {yey.64+Ke~e-2Ye(h/'ze-z) +Y·k~ e.
+ ~IITcbIl2-~ T/(J"~6)+Teth~.G"JdV 0,

which is valid for any vector field ea in· AI- where dV being· the volume
element of M- [7J.

Now, if a variation is affine, we have YeTja=O and (2.16) with p=O.
Hence (2. 17) becomes

J{tnTcblt2+Tukc6~}dV 0

because of V6(T/e6)=T/(Ii,£lJ). COnsequently, if Tethc6~~O then we
have Tet-O and hence the variation is isometric.

Therefore, we obta.iD..

PRoPosrnoN 2.3. [fa variation of a compact orientable submanifold of a
Riemtinnian fltlmifold is 4ffine and satisfies Tukc:6~~O, then it is isometric.

The variation of the curvature tensor KulJ4 of M- is given by [8]:

0!'4cba=VtI (0 {;b})-Ve (0 {db} ).
Substitnting (2. 12) into this equation, we have

(2.18) oK4efJ4=[VFe(Y~-144:G&)-VFtI(V~-kfJaze-z)

+YtI {VAVar;e-ke·~) -V"(V~e-k6r:zez)}

-Ye {Y6(V"~tl-Vze-z)-Va(y~tI-~ize-z)}]e,

from which we obtain

(2.19) oKu=[Yelie(Y~e-kbezez)+YeY6(Y~e-keezez)

-YeYe(Y'£e-k6r:~z)-yF6(Y~e-k/~)]e.
':,' .

Transvection with ge6 yields

(2.20) gc6oKe6= {yeY6Te6-yeYeTi6} e.

Thus, -by (2. 7) and (2.20), the variation of the scalar curvature K gc6ICc"
of M- is given by the following form:

(2.21) oK=(ogeh)ICci+gc6oKe6= {- T~6Ke6+lieY{,Tc6-yeYeTfJ{,}e.

§ 3. Variations preserve Einstein space

An infinitesimal variation given by .fh=xi+~ie is called Einstein preser-
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ving if it carries an Einstein' space into an Einstein space.
We now suppose that a variation is Einstein preserving. Then we have

;;Kcb=..L(;;K)gcb+~gcb'n n

Substituting (2. 6), (2. 19)and (2. 21) nito this equation and taking account

of (2.8) and Kcb= K gcb, we obtain
n

p'eYe(P'b~e-hlu~Z) +yeP'b(y~c-hec~)

-V'eVe(l7b~c-hbc~z)-V'F1I(V'6e-h/~)

= ~ {-K/nT/+l7ep'tlTetl-vel7eTJ'}gcb+~KTc1J,

from which, taking the skew symmetric part, we obtain

(3.1)

2 . . 2=-; {-K/n Tee+VCVtl Tetl-YCVeT,I} gc1l+-;KTcb,

Transveding with Tell, we have

2(p'eP'cTlu) Tcb,- (yeYeTcb) Tcb_ (YcP'bT/) Tcb

. ; (yeytlTetl) Ti -; (P'eYeT,I) Tbb+~KIITc1l-:- ~ T/gcbIl2•

Thus we have

(3.2)

where we have put

We=2(P'cTbe) Tco- (fleTcb) Tcb- (ybTj) The

_2.. (AbTeb) T,I +2.. (P'eT,I) Tl.n n

Since g(X, Y)= ~ tIIX+Y!l2-:-lIX- YU2} for any vector field X and Yon

M", (3.2) reduces to
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(3.3) Ve We= ~ IIJ7JTcb+P'cTtlbIP+ ntz2 IIVd T/-J7eT.l1I2

+-:-\IVtl T/\I2+; KIITcb-~T/gcbIl2

- {IIVtlTcb1l2+ ~ IIVaTcb-P'cTabIl2

+ ntz2 \IVtlT/+VeT.t1l2}.

Therefore, assuming

(3.4) 2nllJ7aTcb+VcTabIl2+ (n+2) lIJ7aT/-P'e Ttl 112

+811J7tlT/1I2+8KII Tcb--;T/gcbIl2::;;O

and the submanifold Mn to be compact and applying Green's theorem, we
obtain

(3.5) VaTtb=O, KUTcb "::" ~ T/gcbU=O.

According to Ptoposition 2. 2 and (3. 5), we obtain the following

THEOREM 3. 1. In a compact submanifold of a Riemannian manifold. an
infinitesimal Einstein preserving variation satisfying (3. 4) is affine. Moreover.
if the scalar curvature of the submanifold is negative, then the variation is
komothdic.

On the other hand, the variation of the volume element of Ma could be
given by [7J

(3.6) odV (P'~e-hl~)dVe= i T/dVe.

Taking account of (3.4) (3.5) and (3.6), we obtain

CoROLLARY 3. 2. If an infinitesimal Einstein preserving variation of a com
pact su1Jmanifold of a Riemannian manifold is volume preserving and satisfies

lIJ7tlTcb+VcTtlbIl2+-;K\lTcbIl2::;;O,

then it is affine. Moreuoer, if the scalar curvattire of the submanifold with K
<0, tben it is isometric.

§ 4. Variations preserving the Ricci tensor.

In this section we suppose that the submanifold Ma admits m-n linearly
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from which, taking the. skew-symmetric part with respect to d and c, and
using (1.9). we have -.;-. . .

(4.9) hYh/y(Vd!t/u:z) -;hYhtfY(J7chbez)

~ (VdA:lz)hcli+·(Y~yz)hdll=O.
Interchanging indices b and d in (4.9), we get

(4.10) h1h/y(Viltd6Z) -:h'h,/;,(Vchd6J .

- (VdA,Jhcd"'+ (VcAyz)hJi'=O.

From (4.8) and (4. 10), we have

hZ[2hYh/y (Vdhb6Z) +nkVdhcbz~Ayz (f'dhcbY)

- (rdAyz)hcbY- (f'~yz)hcd"'+ (VcAyz)huY=O

because of (1. 9), and hence we obtain

(.~. 11) _2h.Yh/, (Ydhk:J +nk (Vdhm) -. '.lyZ(VtZhcbY)

- (PdAyZ)hci- (VbA.1z)h~d"+(VcA~z)h~=O

because of M" admits ~-';"llit~ly iitdependent' hZ.
Transvecting (4. 11) with hcl1z and substituting (4.6), we obtain

2( - nkhiHz+AyZhhY+khZgh6) Vtlhbez+.nkhcl1zP'dhcbz

- A y:chcl1zVdhcb;'- (VdA;,z) hcllhcbz=0,

and further, using (1.7) and (4.7). we obtain.

(4. 12) - ~ nWd(hc6:chcl1z)+A,zhcl1ZP'tlkcbY

- ~ Vtl (A,zAYz) =0,

Moreover, from (4.7) we have

Vd(A,zA"z) ==2AyzP'd (hc1l'Acbz)

_=2A,z f (J7dhel/) kcl1z+Acb" (P'dkcl1Z) }

=4A,,:chcl1z (P'tlhcbY) •

Thus (4.12) reduces to

,.2nkP"a(ktb:Jtcl1z) +Yd(A~AYz)=O,

which implies that
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Covariant differentiation of this equation yields

(4.13) 2nk(ViJtcb"r)hcbz+ (P'aAyz) Ayz=O,

from which, taking account of (4. 3) '. we h3ve

(4.14) 2nkllP'akcbzIl2+IIP'aAyzIl2+ (p'aP'aAyz) AYz=O.

On the other hand, by using (4.3) we obtain

Ayz(p'aP'aAyz) =Ayzp'a {(P'ahcby)hcbz+hcby(P'ahcbz)}

=2 (P'ahcbY) (P'ahcbz) Ayz

= 2 (P'ahcby) (P'ahcbz) hdezhde" = 211 (P'ahcby) hd,llf2.
Thus (4. 14) becomes

(4.15) ! 2nkIlVahcbzIl2+IIP'aAyzIl2+211(P'ahcby)hdeYIl2=0.

"Consequently < we see t1u:ft

since k~O. It follows that

P'ahcbz=O

because of (4.3). Thus, the Ricci tensor of M." is covariantly constant.
This fact is very' interesting in various meaningS [2J, and riow we hav~

following theorem:' . '. . ." .
> • j' '. ) •• '.'.

THEoREM 4.1.. Let Mn ·be a siinply connected and 'complete su1»nanifold of
a space lvlm of a constant curvature k~O stdh that the mean curvature vector

H1& = lhzC}' is parallel in the normal bundle and M" aqmits m;-Tf linearly
n '. ...•.. ,

independent hz . If M" admits m-n linearly independent infinitesimal normal
parallel variatio~ preserving the Ricci tensor of MOl, then Mn is Sn(r) or
SPerl) XS"-P(r2) if k>O, Mn is S"-PXRP if k=O, where SOI(r) denotes an
n-sphere of radius r>0 and RP an p-dimensional space of curvature O.

CoROLLARY 4. 2. Let Mn be a complete submanifold of a unit sphere 8 m (1)
such that the mean curvature vector H1& = l/nhzCz1& is parallel in the normal
bundle and j\fn admits m-n linearly independent hz . If Mn admits m-n linearly

independent infinitesimal normal parallel variations preserving the Ricci tensor
of "\1", then l\1n is a sphere Sn or SPXSn-p.

In addition, from (4.3) we see

P(P'ehcbzhcbx) = 11 P'.hcbX 11 2,
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and obtain the following

PROPOSITION 4. 3. Let Ma be a compact submanifold of a unit sphere Sa (1)
such that the mean curvature Tlector is parallel in the normal bundle. If Ma
admits m-n linearly independent infinitesimal normal parallel variations prese
rving the Ricci tensor of Ma, then Ma is a sphere Sa or SPXSa-p.
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